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respectively. The sequences given here contain, of course, those in Huntington's 
paper. 

IV. RELATING TO INFINITE PRODUCTS FOR SIN Z AND COS Z. 

By M. B. PORTER, University of Texas. 

As the elementary method for obtaining these products primarily applies 
only to real variables and involves the evaluation of a somewhat troublesome 
limit and as such proofs as those of Borel's Fonctions Entieres, p. 82, require a 
recondite theorem of Hadamard concerning functions of finite order, it.seemed 
to the writer that the following considerations might interest the readers of the 
MONTHLY. 

We start with the polynomial 

Z 
fn(z) = z II - c creal, 

which evidently approaches the analytic limit 

F (z) = Z 1- 
722 

uniformly as n becomes infinite. 
Evidently fn'(z) has all of its roots real by Rolle's theorem and since it is 

an even function these roots are equal in pairs though of opposite sign, and 
separate the roots of fn(z) = 0; if we denote the ith root by ci we have 

(i-1)c < ci < ic. (1) 
Now consider 

fn'(z) 
n 

m=k',-+8 
1 

f(z) -=c E - + Rn(z) (2) 

As n becomes infinite this is evidently convergent and uniformly so if we cut out 
the. neighborhoods of the point z = mc; and since 

+ 1 n 1 

-vz - mc -nz- mc 

for n -large enough, it is evident that the zeros of fn'(z) = 0 are as close as we 
please to (k + A)c inside of a circle as large as we please if n is taken large 
enough; for (k + D)c is obviously a root of the function defined by the last 
summation in (2). Now 

(Z 
=n Z :\ i-n/ 2 Z s=n 22 
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Comparing the last product on the right with 

M+I1 ( nC2)I 

we see that it is as near unity as we please while the first product is as close to 

II (1(+ 2)c) 

as we please if n is large enough. 
Thus we see that 

Lim fn'(z) = F'(z) = Lim I(1 - (r+-)-i 

By the same reasoning we show that 

F"(z) = - iE( +1) 2 F(z),(3 81 12 

and integrating the differential equation (3) we have 

__ 8I z2\ 
F(z) = sin - z = kz I ( 1- Z ) 

The constant k is seen to be 8/c and X can be evaluated by noting 
that since sine x has the period 2r and the product the period 2c we have 

8 = r. 

The product for cosrz/c can be gotten in the same way, since 

F'(z) = cos -z 

is the solution of (3) required. 

NOTES AND NEWS. 

EDITED BY D. A. ROTHROCIK, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 

Assistant Professor C. B. UPTON has been promoted to an associate professor- 
ship of mathematics at Teachers College, Columbia University. 

Mr. W. H. WILSON, University of Illinois, has accepted an instructorship in 
mathematics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Professor A. M. HARDING has been promoted to a full professorship of mathe- 
matics at the University of Arkansas. 
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